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By   H. M. ‘Dain’ Lybarger     Powered by the SMALLVILLE RPG 
 
 
This is an exercise in ‘what if’:  What if the WB spun off a Green Lantern themed series from Smallville?   
 
The constraints are set as if this were going to be an actual TV series, so despite the galaxy-spanning 
source material, all of the action will have to be set on Earth.  The original Smallville show bible said “no 
tights, no flights”.  We will definitely allow flying, but the no spandex rule will be adhered to!  Costumes 
will be thematically-colored ‘normal’ clothes, or glowing energy-sheaths that manifest when necessary.  
We will be giving the ‘Smallville’ treatment to some iconic GL characters, but sticking to the current 
‘Brightest Day / Darkest Night’ version of the continuity for inspiration.  It’s all rather Roswell-like, in fact 
(and, as an aside, the Smallville RPG would be great for a Roswell-inspired campaign).   
 
Going through the Pathways for the Leads is a little like scripting the pilot for the series.    This is an 
exercise more like the creation of the ‘Season Nine’ extended example in the rulebook than like the 
setup for an actual campaign, in that we are intentionally twisting things to resemble the existing source 
material – but the result could be used as-is to kick off a convention scenario, or as the seed of a full 
campaign.   
 

The Leads 
 
Our first Lead is teenage Hal Jordan, a ‘troubled youth’ who grew up without a father.  He’s the best 
video-game pilot in the world, but his mom doesn’t want him to become a real pilot – her late husband 
was a test pilot who died in a fatal crash.  Hal has just lost his job as a flight simulator mechanic at Ferris 
Air, the company his dad once worked for.  In a bout of depression-fueled underage drinking and driving, 
Hal rolled his car and hospitalized his best friend Scott.  Drowning his sorrows alone in the desert the 
following night, he spots what looks like a plane crash and investigates.  He finds a damaged alien 
spacecraft!  The dying pilot, Abin Sur, babbles something about green lanterns and duty, and bequeaths 
to Hal a mysterious ring… 
 
Next is Carol Ferris, a freshman at Coast City University and acting head of her father’s company, Ferris 
Air.  Carl Ferris is dying, but Carol is covering for him so that Ferris Air will not loose their vital Air Force 
contracts.  She is confident that she can conceal the truth from Colonel Markham for as long as it takes, 
and make her father proud by obtaining a new contract to perform tests on a craft of ‘unusual design’ 
that has recently fallen into the Air Force’s hands… 
 
The third Lead is Kyle Rayner, also a college freshman.  Kyle is studying graphic design at CCU.  He’s a 
friend of Hal’s from high school; they bonded back then mostly because both of them were loners 
without fathers in their lives.  They have grown apart this past year, since Kyle went to college and Hal 
went to work.  Kyle is determined to prevent Hal from getting himself deeper into trouble than he 
already is… 
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Finally, there is Thaal Sinestro.  He is a former Green Lantern, fallen from grace with the Guardians over 
differences in methodology.  He has modified his ring to tap into an alternate yellow source of energy, 
but his control of that energy is still weak.  Sinestro and Abin Sur were once close; Sinestro followed his 
old friend to Earth with the intention of convincing him to join in his nascent cause.  When he 
discovered that the crashed ship had been seized by the Air Force, he disguised himself as a scientist 
specializing in extraterrestrial research, and began searching for Abin Sur’s ring -- and his successor… 
 

The Features 
 
Unbeknownst to Sinestro, the Guardians have dispatched a Green Lantern to Earth to find out what 
happened to Abin Sur.  By happenstance or by design, the Lantern assigned is a member of Sinestro’s 
own species – Katma Tui.  Startled by Sinestro’s presence and suspicious of his motives, she has 
disguised herself as a human woman and obtained a position as a professor of Intercultural Studies at 
Coast City University, the better to pursue her investigation… 
 
The crash of an alien spacecraft came to the attention of the U. S. Air Force almost 
immediately.  Colonel Davis Markham is in charge of Operation Darkstar, the Air Force’s ‘black project’ 
specializing in UFO retrieval and analysis.  Area 51 is just a ruse; the real work goes on at Kane Air Force 
Base in the desert outside Coast City.  When strange things start to happen, Colonel Markham becomes 
certain that there is at least one example of extraterrestrial technology still ‘at large’ on Earth – one that 
he will have to capture and examine…   
 
The leader of Markham’s covert retrieval team is a former U. S. Marine, John Stewart.  As a private 
contractor, Stewart can easily deny any association with the government or the Air Force when it suits 
him.   
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ARROW LABELS: 
 
‘FROM’   --ARROW-->   ‘TO’ 
HAL   trusts     SINESTRO 
HAL  is in love with    CAROL 
HAL   is friends with    KYLE 
HAL   was raised by    Jessica Jordan 
HAL  found    Abin Sur’s Ship 
HAL  lost his job at   Ferris Air 
HAL  crashed car & badly injured Scott 
HAL  older brother   Jim Jordan 
 
CAROL   employs    HAL 
CAROL   trusts     KYLE 
CAROL   wants to use    SINESTRO 
CAROL   was raised by    Carl Ferris 
CAROL  secretly runs   Ferris Air 
CAROL  wants a contract with  Colonel Markham 
CAROL  lives at the   Ferris Residence 
 
SINESTRO wants to train    HAL 
SINESTRO  is willing to bargain with   CAROL 
SINESTRO  is indifferent to    KYLE 
SINESTRO  once obeyed (REMOVED)  The Guardians 
SINESTRO wants access to   Kane Air Force Base 
SINESTRO is hiding from   Katma Tui 
SINESTRO manipulates   Colonel Markham 
SINESTRO distant homeworld  Korugar 
SINESTRO has tapped into   Mysterious Source of Yellow Energy 
 
KYLE  is a High School friend of   HAL 
KYLE   thinks she’s trouble  CAROL 
KYLE   distrusts    SINESTRO 
KYLE   has a girlfriend    Alexandra DeWitt 
KYLE  attends    Coast City University (Go Dolphins!) 
KYLE  hangs out at   Coast City Coffee Shop 
KYLE  raised by single mom  Maura Rayner 
 
Abin Sur’s Ship is stored in Hangar 18 at  Kane Air Force Base 
 
Alexandra DeWitt studies Business Management at Coast City University 
 
Carl Ferris owns    Ferris Air 
 
Col. Markham suspects that she is lying  CAROL 
Col. Markham is starting to wonder about  HAL 
 
Katma Tui is an instructor at   Coast City University 
Katma Tui is watching   SINESTRO 
Katma Tui respects the authority of  The Guardians 
Katma Tui tutors    KYLE 
Katma Tui wants to recover the ring from HAL 
 
Korugar  exiled    SINESTRO 
 
Maura Rayner lies to her son about his father KYLE 
 
Jessica Jordan blames her husband’s death on Ferris Air 
 
Scott Hayden is in love with   CAROL 
Scott Hayden holds his injuries against  HAL 
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Hal Jordan   

(casting call: Emile Hirsch)  Ordinary – Average – Life – Risky – First Contact 
VALUES 
d10 Duty I have to take care of Mom.  d8 Love I love Carol; it’s just that I can’t stand her!  

d4 Glory It’s not about who gets the credit. d8 Power Green means go! (Using the ring is quite a rush…)  

d8 Justice I’ll square things with everyone… later. d4 Truth People ask too many questions.  
  
RELATIONSHIPS 
 
d8 SINESTRO is my mentor, I have to trust him. 
d10 I wonder if CAROL loves me back. 
d8 KYLE spends too much time worrying. 
d4  Katma Tui (Prof. Talwar) seems like she knows more than she should… 
 
RESOURCES 
 
2d4 Mom (Jessica Jordan) (Comfort, Support) 
2d8 Abin Sur’s Ship (Restoration, Hidden) 
2d4 Scott, the friend I crippled (Rumors, Socialize) 
2d4 Older brother (Jim Jordan) (Inspiration, Brawl) 
 
ASSETS   
 
d8 In Over My Head 
 Earn a Plot Point and Add d6 to Trouble when you get into trouble over your head. 

Add a d6 to Trouble to Increase your INSECURE or ANGRY Stress pool against opponents who 
outclass or capture you. 

 
D6 Wilful 
 Earn a Plot Point and Add d6 to Trouble when you put your foot down. 
 
D4 Power Ring   

Effect:  Attack (for now!)  Descriptor:  Green Force Constructs  Limit:  Gear 
 Spend a Plot Point to join another scene, even if you cannot get there by ground. 
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Carol Ferris   

(casting call: Carey Mulligan)Rich – Jock – Money – Straight & Narrow - Tragedy 
VALUES 
d10 Duty I run things for my Dad.  d10 Love I’ll do whatever it takes to make Dad proud!  

d6 Glory Reputation is important.  d8 Power Money is just a means to an end.  
d4 Justice Life isn’t fair.   d4 Truth Everybody has secrets…  
  
RELATIONSHIPS 
 
d8 DR. SINESE (SINESTRO) might be the ticket I need… 
d8 HAL is so irresponsible! 
d4 KYLE is a good influence on Hal. 
d6 I need to acquire Colonel Markham’s trust. 
 
RESOURCES 
 
2d4 Dad (Carl Ferris) (Inspiration, Assistance)  
2d10 Ferris Air (Research, Transport) 
2d6 Ferris Residence (Restoration, Influence) 
 
ASSETS 
 
d10 Wealthy 
 Spend a Plot Point to Reroll one die in a Test or Contest swayable by money. 
 Spend a Plot Point to Reveal that you own a large non-unique item as a d8 Useful Detail. 
 
d4 Athletic 
 Spend a Plot Point to Reroll a die in any Athletic roll. 
  
d8 Connected 
 Spend a Plot Point to Gain a d8 Relationship with a Feature for the rest of the scene. 

Spend a Plot Point to Reveal you “know a guy” who can provide you with information or 
material goods. 
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Kyle Rayner   

(casting call: Matt Dallas) Gifted – Outsider – Status – Lofty – Advancement  
VALUES 
d6 Duty Taking care of my friends is my job. d6 Love I don’t deserve a girl like Alexandra…  
d8 Glory One day I’ll be famous!  d8 Power Being creative is my edge.  
d4 Justice Haven’t seen any; how about you? d10 Truth Just tell me how I can help.  
  
RELATIONSHIPS 
 
d10 I need to keep HAL out of trouble. 
d4 CAROL should give Hal a break. 
d8 DR. SINESE (SINESTRO) is up to something. 
 
RESOURCES 
 
2d6 Alexandra DeWitt (Flirt, Therapy) 
2d10 Coast City University (Information, Crowded) 
2d10 Coast City Coffee Shop (Rumors, Socialize) 
2d4 Mom (Maura Rayner) (Comfort, Support) 
 
ASSETS 
 
d4 Clever 

Earn a Plot Point when you Choose to show off your smarts in some annoying or frustrating 
manner. 

  
d8 Right Place, Right Time 

Earn a Plot Point and Give your opposition a d6 when somebody confronts you about your 
presence somewhere off-limits, secret, or prohibited. 
Add a d6 to Trouble to join a scene you weren’t in. 

 
d8 Observant 

Add a d6 to Trouble to Reroll your first roll in any Contest or Test where you have been 
surprised, ambushed, or caught off guard. 
Spend a Plot Point and Reroll a die in an Observant roll when you’re sure there’s more than 
meets the eye. 
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Thaal Sinestro (Dr. Thadeus Sinese)  

(casting call: Lee Mead)   Alien – Paragon – Paranormal – Risky – Destiny 
VALUES 
d8 Duty I must preserve Order.  d4 Love Emotion is disorderly; an untidy flaw.  
d4 Glory I care nothing for fame.  d12 Power “Burn like my power -- Sinestro’s might!” 
d8 Justice Fear my justice!   d6 Truth Tell me your fears…  
  
RELATIONSHIPS 
 
d8 HAL might be a capable recruit. 
d4 CAROL is useful in maintaining my cover identity. 
d4 KYLE is an interfering brat.  
d6 Colonel Markham holds the key to Abin Sur’s legacy! 
d6  The Guardians sent a Korugarian, Katma Tui, here for a reason… 
 
RESOURCES 
2d6 Kane Air Force Base (Security, Military) 
2d4 Distant homeworld of Korugar (Resources, Technology) 
2d6 Mysterious Source of Yellow Energy (Power, Inspiration) 
 
ASSETS 
d4 Heritage: Green Lantern Corps 

Earn a Plot Point and Increase your opposition’s AFRAID or INSECURE Stress pool when your Power 
Ring needs to recharge. 

  
d8 Extraterrestrial Knowledge 
 Earn a Plot Point when you Reveal you know way too much about an alien culture. 
 Spend a Plot Point to Reroll a die in any roll associated with understanding alien cultures. 
 
d10 Modified Power Ring 

Effect:  Attack, Defense, Control   Descriptor:  Yellow Force Constructs  Limit:  Gear 
 Spend a Plot Point to join another scene, even if you cannot get there by ground.  
 
d6 Manipulative 

Earn a Plot Point and Give your opposition a d6 when you aks them to trust you, even if you 
don’t mean it. 

  
d4 Vicious 
 Add a d6 to the Trouble pool to Increase your ANGRY or AFRAID Stress pool. 
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Katma Tui (Professor Kanti Talwar)   

(casting call: Navi Rawat) 
VALUES 
d10 Duty My first duty is to the Corps, my second to Korugar. d8 Love Someday, perhaps…  
d6 Glory The Corps is respected across the galaxy.  d4 Power Never for its own sake.  
d8 Justice The Guardians give us just orders.   d6 Truth Pretence is difficult…  
  
RELATIONSHIPS 
d6 HAL is not worthy to bear Abin Sur’s ring! 
d4 CAROL doesn’t realize where her ambition is taking her. 
d10 What’s SINESTRO doing on Earth? 
d6 KYLE shows more promise than the other one… 
 

RESOURCES 
2d6  Coast City University (Information, Crowded) 
2d4 Distant homeworld of Korugar (Resources, Technology) 
2d8 The Guardians (Galactic Information, Unflappable) 
2d4 Other Green Lanterns (Law, Courage) 
 

ASSETS 
d12 Heritage:  Green Lantern Corps 

Earn a Plot Point and Increase your opposition’s AFRAID or INSECURE Stress pool when your 
powers are ineffective against the color yellow, or when your Power Ring needs to recharge. 
Spend a Plot Point and Add a d6 to the Trouble pool to use a Special Effect from a connected 
Ability not listed for your ring. (Connected:  Blast, Flight, Force Field, Super Senses, Telekinesis) 

 Spend a Plot Point to Reroll any Test that includes your Power Ring Ability die. 
 
d10 Power Ring   

Effect:  Attack, Defense, Movement, Control   Descriptor:  Green Force Constructs  Limit:  Gear 
 Spend a Plot Point to join another scene, even if you cannot get there by ground. 
 Spend a Plot Point to be protected from the environment, even in airless space. 
 Spend a Plot Point to shoot bolts of green energy. 
 Spend a Plot Point to push, pull, or lift something really heavy with a green energy construct. 
 Spend a Plot Point to create a shield to Decrease an Opponents INJURED or AFRAID Stress Pool. 
 Spend a Plot Point to bind another character in green bands of energy. 
 Spend a Plot Point to instantly understand a language you have never heard before. 
 Spend a Plot Point to receive information about a topic from the Archives on Oa. 
 
d12 Agile 
 Reroll a die in an Agile Roll when you Choose to drop everything you’re carrying. 
 Spend a Plot Point to Decrease your opponent’s INJURED or EXHAUSTED Stress pool. 

Add a d10 to the Trouble pool to escape – without Giving In – a Contest or Test in which you 
have used your Agile die. 
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Colonel Davis Markham, USAF   

(casting call: Michael Gaston) 
VALUES 
d12 Duty Career military; any questions? d10 Love Family means everything.  
d4 Glory Who needs medals?  d6 Power Force works.  
d6 Justice Orders are orders.   d4 Truth Knowledge is power.  
  
RELATIONSHIPS 
 
d6 Why does HAL always turn up in the middle of things? 
d6 I suspect that CAROL is keeping her father away from me. 
d8 DR. SINESE (SINESTRO) knows more than he is telling. 
d4 It’s none of my business, but KYLE would be better off staying away from that troublemaker Hal.  
 
RESOURCES 
 
2d8 Kane Air Force Base (Security, Military) 
2d8 John Stewart, Darkstar Team Leader (Investigation, Security) 
2d10 Operation Darkstar Retrieval Team (Retrieval, Kidnapping) 
 
ASSETS 
 
d8 Not Born Yesterday 
 Earn a Plot Point when you Choose to buy a reasonable lie. 

Earn a Plot Point and Give your opposition a d6 when confronted with a problem that defies 
normal common sense or logic. 

  
d8 On A Mission 
 Earn a Plot Point and Add a d6 to Trouble when you foolishly pursue your mission despite  

the risk. 
 Spend a Plot Point to Reroll a die in a roll that directly contributes to your mission. 
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Emerald Daybreak… 
 

This is right after the pilot:  Hal has the ring, but no real clue how to use it (hence no Heritage 
Descriptor).  Sinestro has altered his ring to tap into a mysterious source of energy, but hasn’t got much 
control over that yet.  Their Growth pools will be all about extending their mastery of their powers 
(Katma Tui’s writeup shows one direction that might go; she’s a full-fledged Green Lantern).  Carol is in a 
prime position to manipulate Sinestro and the Colonel to benefit her father’s company and learn secrets 
she shouldn’t know.  Kyle has his hands full trying to keep Hal on the straight and narrow while dealing 
with his girlfriend Alexandra, who naturally disapproves of Hal and the talent he has for getting Kyle into 
trouble. 
 

Because we have stopped right after Life-Changing Events, there are plenty of loose ends on the 
Relationship Map that could be filled in:  Maybe Alexandra DeWitt is a military brat and her parents live 
on the base; very useful for Kyle’s ability to turn up where he’s not supposed to be.  Maybe Carol Ferris 
used to date poor Scott, and they’re still ‘just friends’.  That makes Scott a conduit of rumor, gossip, and 
innuendo between Carol and Hal.  Certainly there should be a link between Jessica Jordan and her son 
Jim Jordan – but what is their relationship like?  Did Jim follow in his father’s footsteps and join the Air 
Force?  Or did he follow his mother’s wishes, and go into business.  Maybe he owns the coffee shop 
where Kyle hangs out.  In that case, maybe he’ll finally give Hal a break, and a part-time job… 
 

This setup allows for all kinds of interesting plotlines.  The first question is, of course, what killed Abin 
Sur – and what are Hal and Sinestro going to do about it?  All the Wedges for Season One become ‘alien 
criminal of the week’ instead of ‘meteor freak of the week’ – the word spreads that Abin Sur, Green 
Lantern of Sector 2814 is missing or dead; Earth is suddenly seen as a great place to hide from the 
Lanterns… 
 

Once things get rolling, Oliver Queen can make a guest appearance for a Green Lantern / Green Arrow 
team-up as he tries to recruit Hal for his group.   Sinestro will be dodging both Katma Tui and John 
Stewart as he cozens up to Colonel Markham to get access to Abin Sur’s impounded ship.  Meanwhile, 
Carol Ferris will be trying to hire ‘Dr. Sinese’ and use him as a conduit to get a contract out of the 
Colonel.   
 

Season Two can introduce the Parallax Entity as the actual source of Sinestro’s yellow fear-energy -- and 
of course it will possess Hal Jordan!  That leaves Kyle Rayner to pick up the ring and become Green 
Lantern for a while.  Perhaps Carol Ferris will find a mysterious Star Sapphire gem, and gain temporary 
superpowers, too.  Sinestro can redirect the Colonel’s alien-hunter John Stewart away from himself and 
toward Katma Tui – wouldn’t it be amusing if Stewart and ‘Prof. Talwar’ became romantically linked? 
 

Readers who know their Green Lanterns might be wondering at this point “Where’s Guy Gardner in all 
this?”  He’s waiting in the wings for Season Three:  By that time, Hal will have developed his Heritage 
Descriptor and a Relationship with the Guardians.  That’s the perfect time to discover that Abin Sur 
came to Earth to pass on his ring to the one sentient being in the Sector he found worthy to be his 
successor – Guy Gardner!  The Guardians enforce Abin Sur’s wishes, and Hal has to give up the ring!  
While Hal sits on the sidelines and watches a capable but incredibly unlikeable ‘replacement Green 
Lantern’ take the spotlight, Sinestro has the perfect opportunity to offer Hal an ‘alternative source of 
energy’...   
 

Season Four can be a chance at redemption for Hal Jordan.  Introducing the Ion Entity would be a way to 
empower Kyle at the same time.  Then of course, the first Black Ring will appear on Earth… 


